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ASYMPTOTIC RENYI DISTANCES 
FOR RANDOM FIELDS: 
PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS1 
MARTIN JANZURA 
The approach introduced in Janzura [6] is further developed and the asymptotic Renyi 
distances are studied mostly from the point of their monotonicity properties. The results 
are applied to the problems of statistical inference. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Explicit formulas for the asymptotic Renyi distances, as reasonable measures of 
distance between two random processes or fields, can be obtained within the class 
of Gibbs random fields (cf. [6]). Their properties in many aspects correspond to the 
properties of the non-asymptotic Renyi distances which were defined in [9] as the 
extension of the well-known /-divergence (Kullback-Leibler information - see also [7] 
and [10]). The crucial problem is given by the existence of phase transitions, which 
is an inherent property of random fields and which yields the break of continuity 
or smoothness of some fundamental quantities. Therefore the notions have to be 
treated carefully and the results cannot be generalized automatically. 
In the present paper we deal with the asymptotic Renyi distances of fixed or-
der with varying parameters of the underlying Gibbs random fields. In Section 3 
we define several functions of that type and study their properties (as well as the 
properties of the inverse/pseudoinverse functions), mostly from the point of view of 
monotonicity. 
In Section 4 we first prove the appropriate version of the large deviations theorem 
with the aid of techniques developed in [6] and the well-known result for the i.i.d. 
variables (for an alternative proof see also [4]). The result deals essentially with the 
quantities studied before, and it is applied to the problem of asymptotic behaviour 
of the error probabilities in testing statistical hypotheses. 
Finally, in Section 5 the asymptotic Renyi distances are applied to the problem of 
parameter estimation. Following the principle of minimum distance estimation we 
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introduce the estimates which minimize the asymptotic Renyi distances between the 
empirical and the theoretical distributions to obtain a class of consistent estimators. 
The paper is closely tied to the preceding paper [6], but in order to make it 
self-contained, the basic definitions and results of [6] are recalled in the following 
section. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Asymptotic Renyi d is tances 
For a pair of probability measures P, Q on a measurable space (Q,A) the Renyi 
distance of order a G R is defined by 
Ra(P\Q) = (a-l)'
1 log J (^\ dQ f o r a - H 
and 
R,(P\Q) = J\og^àP, 
whenever the expression makes sense. Otherwise we set Ra(P\Q) = oo. 
Denoting by N the set of positive integers we suppose there exists a system of 
sub-cr-algebras {An}n^N satisfying An /* A for n —• oo, and a system of constants 
{Kn}n£N with Kn —• oo for n —* oo. 
If the limit 
7la(P\Q) = lim (Kn)"
1 Ra(Pn\Qn) 
n—>oo 
exists, where Pn = P/An and Qn = Q/An are the projections to the rr-algebra 
An C A for every n £ IV, we call it the asymptotic Renyi distance of order a > 0. 
For some basic properties of the Renyi distances and the asymptotic Renyi dis-
tances cf. [7]. Let us note that we could also consider a generalized sequence 
(directed set, lattice) instead of IV. 
The above definition obviously depends on the choice of {*4n}neIv and {Kn}neN 
which are supposed fixed. On the other hand, as we shall see later, only some natural 
choices give reasonable results. 
2.2. Random fields 
Let the measurable space (Q,A) be given by the infinite-dimensional product 
(X,Bf 
where (X, B) is a fixed standard Borel space and T = Zd is the d-dimensional integer 
lattice. 
For every S C T let us denote by Ts — PrJ^Z?5) the sub-cr-algebra generated 
by the projection function Prs : XT —* Xs, and by Cs the set of all bounded 
^-measurable functions. 
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Let 
C= \j£s, S = {SCT'} |S |<oo}, 
ses 
be the set of all local (cylinder) bounded measurable functions. 
Let V denote the set of all probability measures on (X, B)T y which will be called 
the random fields, and Ve C V the subset of all shift-invariant (stationary) random 
fields, 
PeVe iff P-Po9t
l for every * G T, 
where 6t is the shift defined by [^t(x)]5 = xt+s for every i} s G T, x G X
T. The set 
V will be equipped with the topology of "local convergence" which is the coarsest 
topology on V making all maps 
p^jfdP, fee, 
continuous. By || • || we denote the usual supremum norm. 
For the sake of simplicity we consider the system of cubes 
{VnlnejV, 
where 
Vn = {i G T; \ii\ < n for every i = 1 , . . . , d} for every n G N. 
Thus, An = Tvn and Pn = Pvn is the restriction of P G V to the cr-algebra Tvn 
We set KVn = \Vn\ = (2n + l )
d for every n. 
Further, let us denote by u a fixed reference probability measure on (X,B). 
Proposi t ion 2 .1 . For every P G Ve 
R!(E|W
T)= lim \Vn\~1 RxiPv^J 
exists and equals 
Moreover, 
sup lig-1 Ri(Pv„Kj. 
n6-V 
Ri(-K) 
is affine and lower semicontinuous on Ve, and its level sets 
{n1(-\u
T) < c}, c>o, 
are compact and sequentially compact. 
P roo f . Cf. Propositions 15.12, 15.16, 15.14 and 4.15 in [3]. • 
We could also understand the measure Pvn on the tr-algebra B
Vn. Then we could 
write uVn instead of uT . Sometimes we shall not distinguish between these two 
cases. 
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2.3. Gibbs random fields 
Let / E C and P G VQ. Suppose there exist a constant cp(f) and a sequence 
6(Vn, P, / ) —> 0 for n —* oo such that 
IK.I - 1 
K л tevn 
+ cP(f) <6(Vn,P,f) a.s. [«
T]. 
We write P G G(/) and call P to be the (stationary) Gibbs random field with 
respect to the potential / G C. Let us summarize the main properties. 
Proposition 2.2. The constant cp(f) does not depend on P since 




c(Vnyf) = log / exp < ^2 f o0t> du
T for every n G N. 
J ltevn J 
The limit exists for every / G £ , and the function 
c : C -> It, 
quoted as the pressure, is convex, continuous, and satisfies \c(f)\ < | | / | | . 
P r o o f . Cf. Proposition 4.1 and 5.2 in [6]. • 
Proposition 2.3. For every / G C the set G(f) of (stationary) Gibbs random fields 
is a non-void compact face (extremal subset) in VQ. In particular, it is equivalently 
given as 
G(f) = {PG VQ;K1(P\u
T) = JfdP- c(/)} , 
while for a general Q G VQ we have 
Ri(Q\"T)>JfdQ-c(f). 
P r o o f . Cf. Proposition 4.1, Corollary 6.7 and Theorem 7.1 in [6]. • 
If G(f°) = G(fx) we shall write / ° « f1 and call the potentials equivalent. Some 
characterization conditions can be found in Theorem 8.4 in [6]. Moreover, potentials 
/ ° , f1 G C are equivalent iff there is a constant c satisfying 
ЄSS sup [ u IVn|-1E(/°-/1)°^ + C 
t€Vn 
0 for n —• oo. 
From the above condition it also follows that f° « f1 iff f(f° — f1) dP + c = 0 for 
every P G VQ . 
Let us fix / ° , f1 G C. For every real a G 1R we denote fa = a f1 + (1 - a) / ° . 
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Proposi t ion 2 .4 . Let P° G G(f°), P1 G G(fl). Then 
Tl^P0) = c(/°) - c(f) - C ( / g ] " C ( / 1 ) for a-4 1, 
1 — a 
and 
fl1(P
1|P°) = c(/°) - c(p) + Jif1 - /°) dP1. 
P r o o f . Cf. Theorem 8.1 in [6]. • 
Let us fix / G C. For V G S and arbitrary A, B C T let us denote 
r \y, A\B) - - j — . 
For jlC B we have a (conditional) density, and the corresponding measure will be 
denoted as Qjt(V\A\B). In the particular case A = 0, B = T we have 
loggI(V;0|r) = £ / o 0 t - c O / , / ) . 
We denote A - B = {a - b; a G A, b G B} for A, B C T. 
For every n, e, k £ N with n > £ we denote 
V(M,*)= (J [Vn-t] 
>evk 
where Vn
5_. = Vn-t + (2n + 1) s for every s G Vk. 
Note that V(n,*,0) = Vn-t, V(n,0,k) = V2kn+n+k, and \V(n,e,k)\ = |Vn_<| • 
\Vk\-
For S G 5 we denote £(5) = 2max| |s | | + 1 with ||s|| = ]>____ Is*I- Let us also 
recall that diam(S) = max ||si - S2II < £(S). 
3. MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES OF THE ASYMPTOTIC RENYI 
DISTANCES 
Let / ° , Z1 G £ be a pair of non-equivalent potentials, let again P° € G(/°) , P 1 £ 
G(fl). Moreover, for an arbitrary fixed potential g G £ we denote gb = _7+6(/1—/0), 
and suppose some fixed Q* G G(gb) for every 6 G IR. 
For every Q G P© (whenever the expressions make sense) introduce the following 
functions 




ll(Q) = W f f l(P
0 |Q)-Wa(PMQ) 
Jl(Q) = na(Q\Qg) 
Jl(Q) = Ka(Qg\Q). 
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(In the notation J*, i = 1,2 we omit the dependence on the fixed g. If necessary we 
shall write Ja
,g.) In particular we denote 
H,ib) = H(Qbg) 
n,,(b) = t'M) fori = 1,2 
J'ajb) = Ja(Qg) fori = 1 , 2 . 
We shall see that all the above defined functions obey important monotonicity 
properties. The proofs are mostly based on the following straightforward but crucial 
inequality. 
Lemma 3.1. For arbitrary / , <7 G £ and Q G G(g) it holds 
c(f)-c(g)> J(f-g)dQ. 
P r o o f . For every P G G(f) we obviously have 
0 < Ri(Q|P) = c(f) - c(g) - J(f - g) dQ. D 
Propos i t ion 3.2. 
i) H^(6) is increasing. 
ii) I_^(6) and I^i9(b) are increasing if a > 0 and decreasing if a < 0. 
iii) J1 (6) and Ja9(b) are decreasing on the negative half-line and increasing on 
the positive half-line for a > 0, and vice-versa for a < 0. 
P r o o f , i) For every 6°, 61 G R, 6° ^ 61, we have 
(6° - 61) [H9(b
Q) - H,(b1)] = n,(Qhg IQ*1) + n^Q1; \Qbg°) > 0. 
ii) For a = 1 we observe 
lUb°)-lUb1) = Hg(b°)-Hg(b
1). 
With the aid of Lemma 3.1, for a > 1 we have 
Il,g(b°) - Il,9(b
l) = -L.[c(f + a(9^-f))-c(f
l+a(g>>0-f)) 
-c ( / ° + a ( / - /°)) + c(p + « ( / - j 1 ) ) ' 
> -^ 3 T - - - [ / Ia , + ( i - a ) / . ( a6
1 + a - l ) - / I o s + ( 1 - a ) ; 1 ( a 6
0 ) ] > 0 
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if 0 < 6° - 61 < ---=-.. Similarly, for a < 1 we obtain 
Il9(b°)-Ia,9(bi) >
 a{*~*0) [HagHl_a)P(ab° + a- 1)-Ha,Hl-a)/i(ab
1)] 
> 0 if a < 0 аnd 0 < 6° - 61 < 
—a 
1 - a or if a G (0,1) and 0 < 6° - 61 < 
a 
For l\ , a -̂  1, we can use the relation 
£*(*)= l3^---. .(*). 
while for a = 1 we have simply 
-?,,(6°) " -?,,(^) = (b° ~ bl) [»/.(!) " --7.(0)1 • 
iii) Again with the aid of Lemma 3.1 we have for a > 1 
' i , (ft0) - -Ii^ft1) = ^ y (ft° - ft1) [^(aft1) " -Y,(ft°)] > 0 
if 61 < 6 ° < a 6 1 or a6x < 6 ° < 6 1 . 
for a = 1 we have directly 
JUb°) - JUbl) > bl(Hs(b°) - ^(ft1)) > 0 if ft1^0 - ft1) > 0. 
Further, for a G (0,1) we obtain 
JUb°) - JUbl) > T^(bl - ft0) lH*(ab°) - ^(&1)1 > ° 
i f a 6 ° > 6 1 > 6 0 o r a 6 ° < 6 1 < 6 0 , 
and, finally, for a < 0 it holds 
JUb°) - JUbl) > T ^ 1 -b0) ^{ab0)" ^ ( 6 ° ) ] > ° 
if 0 > 6° > 61 o r 0 < 6 ° < 61. 




while for a = 1 we have 
•IiVft0) - /?,,(ft1) > (ft0 - ft1) [^(ft1) - HM > o 
i f ( 6 ° - 6 1 ) - 6 1 > 0 . 
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Let us recall that the above studied functions are defined through arbitrary fixed 
Qbg S G(g
b) for every 6 £ E . On the other hand only the functions 
II0. I* = const + Hgj and J\)g(b) = const + b - Hg(b) — c(g
h) 
actually depend on the particular choice of Qb. All the other functions are in fact 
continuous transforms of the potential gb, and therefore there are continuous func-
tions of 6, strictly monotonous on the open real line (half-line). Thus, we may 





for i = l, a ^ - 0 , 1; and i = 2, a zji 0 
Vl,)- = (JL)-1 -R+^R (resp. R~ - R) 
for i = l, a ^ 0, 1; and 2 = 2, a / 0. 
For the remaining functions let us define 
H-(7) = b if B/(Q)J = 7 for some Q\ e G(g
b) 
( IL)- (T) = b if /1
1(Q^) = 7 for some Q> € G ( / ) 
and 
U i J " ( 7 ) = * i f Ji(Qb,) = l ^isome QbgeG(g
b) 
Theorem 3.3. All the functions H~, ( 7 ^ ) " , ( 4 . , ) ~ for i = 1,2, a £ 0, are 
well-defined on open intervals, continuous and monotonous. 
P r o o f . As it is indicated above, with the except of H~, (htg)~, (Ji,g)~ > ^he 
proof is straightforward. 
Let us prove the claim for H~I. 
The proof for I^(6) = const + Hg(b) and J\%g(b) = bHg(b) - c(g
b) + const is 
analogical. 
With the aid of Proposition 3.2, for 
there exists 67 such that 
and 
7e(mîHg(b),supHg(b)) 
Hg(b) < 7 for every 6 < 67 
Hg(b) > 7 for every 6 > 67. 
Therefore, by Proposition 7.2 in [6] there exist 
b\ -+ (67)_ with limQ$» = Q~ G G(g^) 
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and 
b2n — (67)+ with WmQg" = Q
+ € G(g^). 
If H(Q+) > H(Q~), we set 
Qy = "Q; + (i-v)Q+eG(g
b->) 
H(Q~*")—*y 
with v = .. ^ to obtain H(Q7) = 7. and consequently H~(y) = 67. 
Further, let 70 = H(Qbg°), Q
b
g° G G(y
6°), and 5 > 0. We set 
6 = min | t f ( Q ) - t f ( Q * ° ) | > 0 . 
QeG(sb°-')uGG7b0+') 
Thus, for I7 - 701 < 6 we obtain |II7(7) - Hg(y°)\ < £ by monotonicity of tf<,. • 
From the above results we can conclude that the phase transitions (i. e. |G(g6)| > 




in Proposition 3.2, and the inverse transforms in Theorem 3.3 may not be strictly 
monotonous. 
The result for J% g can be for a > 1 even strengthened in the following sense. 
Proposi t ion 3.4. Suppose 6°, 61 g R, a £ R, and a = 1 + (a - 1) £ . If £ > 1 
then 
Jl,(b°) > £ JUb1)-
Proof . We may directly verify 
> ! . = Ri(g5I|<)+(^-l)Ri(Q51|Q°)>0 whenever^ 
Corollary 3 .5 . Let a > 1 and 6 > 1. Then a = l + ( a - l ) 6 > l and 
• I a
2
J W > ^ i y i ) - o o f o r 6 - , o o . 
P roof . The statement follows straightforward from the preceding proposition 
with the aid of Theorem 8.3 in [6]. • 
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4. APPLICATION TO TESTING STATISTICAL HYPOTHESES 
Suppose / ° , Z1, g, h G C with non-equivalent / ° , fl. Let us fix some P° G G(/°) , 
Pl G G(fl). For the sake of simplicity we may assume 
f\f\g,hecs with *(S) = *. 
We shall study the asymptotic behaviour of the error probability 
' < 7 
of the test given by the critical region 
<?°(C(TO) 
(dPl 1 
c(lvn) = I ^ p >
 elVn \ > 1vneR for every n G TV, 
for testing the simple statistical hypothesis 
H°:Q = Q°ge G(g) 
against the alternative 
Hl : Q = Q°h e £(/*)• 
The main result is contained in the following theorem. 
„ 0 , . _ ^ 0 
Theorem 4 .1 . Let | K „ | - V „ — • 7° = I\(Qaa ) with some Q
a
g <E G(g
a ) , a0 > 0. 
Then 
lim l^nl"1 l og<?° (C( 7 0) = -Jl(Q?) < 0. 
P r o o f . We may write for every a > 0 
iKnl-MoggJCCdv.)) = \Vn\-
l\DgQ° (l < ( V ^ » ^ ) J 
< -\Vn\~1 lvna + \Vn\-
1 log J ( ^ ^ j dQ° 
— "7oa + c(ga) - efo°) - a ^ / 1 ) - c(/0)) 
= ^(gfig^-j/CQS0) 
directly from definitions. Taking minimum over a > 0, we obtain — J{(QQ ) as the 
upper bound, and — J{{QQ°) < 0 since / ° , /* are non-equivalent. The lower bound 
is much more complicated and will be proved with the aid of the following sequence 
of results. D 
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Lemma 4.2. 
i) Suppose V(n,Qykm) C L C K(n,0, ibm + 1). Then it holds 
{ ^ > ^ } D ( £ ul-f)oet>rm 
K Vm } [tev(ntitkm) 
where 
Tm = T v _ + W m | { c ( /
1 ) - c ( / 0 ) + ^ ( K n ) P
0
1 /




ii) For Qnl = Cg).eT Qn>* with £„;* = g-(Vn*; 0|Vn'_,) it holds 
P roof , i) The assertion follows from the definition of Gibbs random fields and 
an obvious bound. 
ii) Again by definition we have 
log[dg> ( n ,o,*) > £ 9°0t-\Vn\\Vk\ [c(g) + 6(V(n,0,k), Q°gi g)] 
t€V(n,0,fc) 
and 
log[dgS|,]v(niOi*) = £ 9°
0*- \V*\<Vn>g) ~ £ teM'WM-An 
tev(ntotk) sevk 
where the latter term can be bounded with the aid of Lemma 6.2 ii) in [6] by 
W*|Wn|(2|M|(i-Wn|-
1Wn_2.|)). 
Since by Proposition 5.2 in [6] we have 
\c(9) - Wnl"
1 c(Vn,g)\ < 2H.II (1 - \Vn\-
1 |Vn . . | ) , 
we obtain the result by combining the bounds. D 
Proposi t ion 4 .3 . For every n > 2£ it holds 
liminf |Vm | -
1 logQ°(O(Tvm)) > mm(S_ (a)), 
m—• oo J o>0 
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whenever the minimum is attained, where 
S?(a) = \Vn •Mog/expia J2 ( f - / ° ) ° ^ l d Q ^ 
J { tevn.t J 
-a {7° + c(/ - c(f°) + (1 - \Vn\-
1 \Vя-t\) \\Ґ - f°\ 
-4|Ы|(1-|V„|- 1 |W.__ I | ) . 
Proof. Let us denote 
E,n''= £ (/l-/0)°^e^„.. 
'ev„-_, 
Then with the aid and notation of Lemma 4.2 we observe 
I K n l - M o g Q ^ T ^ ^ ^ W m l - M o g ^ j ^ . o , ^ ) _T KA>yl 
\ » € V t m 
HK»I-MI^II^.I{%II(I-I^I"M^»-«I)+*(K»,Q;,.)}}. 
Since under the product measure 
[Q„1.lv(„.o,*m) = ®.6v_m <&,'_ 
the variables {Fs
n,t}sevkm
 a r e independent, we obtain the result with the aid of the 
well-known Cramer large deviations theorem for i.i.d. random variables (cf. e.g. 
Section 2.2 in [2]). • 
Lemma 4.4. It holds 
|s_ (a) - Ri(Qf\Qag) + Ri(Qf\Q°g) 
< (1 - Wnl"1 \Vn-u\) (10H.II + 2|a| H/
1 - f\\) = £n,t(a). 
Proof. By definition we have 
SUa)-Ri(Qf\Qag) + Ri(Gf\Q°g) 
= -4H.il (1 - IVnl"1 \Vn-2t\) ~ 0(1 - \Vn\~
1 \Vn-t\) \\f - f°\\ 
+ |7„ |-Мо_/ехр|а Е (Г
1-1°)овЛ^1-с(д
а) + с(д) 
3 у . €У „ _ , ^ 
Since by Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 ii) in [6] we have 
|log . ' ( K M %\Vn-l) - logqS(Vn-tMT)\ < % | | (\Vn\ - \Vn-u\), 
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the latter term above can be bounded by 
2||«7|| (1 - \Vn\~1 \Vn-2t\) + ||V^|--[c(V^_*-_?"> - c(Vn-t,9)) - c(g
a) + c(g)\ 
< 2\\g\\ (1 - Wnl"1 \Vn-u\) + Wnl"
1 \Vn.t\ (2\\g
a\\ + 2\\g\\) (1 - \V.-t\~1 \Vn-M\) 
by Proposition 5.2 in [6]. 
Thus, putting all the terms together and simplifying with the aid of the obvious 
inequality |K._2*| < |Ki-z| < |V^| we obtain the final bound. D 
Proposi t ion 4.5. Let an 6 argmin a > 05
n(a) . Then 
an —> a
0 as n —• oo. 
P roo f . Let us denote 
S(a) = Ri(Qf\Qag) - Ri(Qf\Q°g\), 
and observe 




S(a) - S(a°) = J2 , 0 (a - a




gao(-e)) > 0. 
Then we obtain 
S?(a0)<S(a°) + £ntt(a°) 
while for \a — a°\ > e we have 
S?(a) > S(a) - Sntt(a) > S(a°) + _i____l_l _ £n>,(a). 
Let us observe 
SnM < ЄnÅ**) + ——£nЛє)-
e 
Therefore suppose n to be large enough to satisfy 
2£n,*(a°) + £n,*(£)<<5_. 
Then it holds 
S?(a)>S?(a°) for \a-a°\>e 
and, consequently, \an — a°\ < e which proves the claim. • 
Remark 4.6. The above result can be also deduced from the convex property of 
every function 5 n and the pointwise convergence proved in Lemma 4.4. 
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Corollary 4.7. It holds 
lim min{S?(a)} = minS(a) = -j\(Q
a ) . 
n—>oo a > 0 a > 0 * 
P r o o f . Directly by Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 4.5. • 
R e m a r k 4.8. Let us suppose (with the notation of Theorem 4.1) 
7° < l\(Qa) for every a > 0, Qa 6 G(ga). 
Thus we have by Theorem 4.1 
0 > liminf |K j -MogQ°(C( T vJ) > -Jl(Q
a
g) 
for every a > 0, Qag E G(g
a). 
By Proposition 7.2 in [6] we have a sequence 
ak->0 and Qk e G(gak) with J^Q*) -> J^Q0) = 0 
for some Q° G G(g°). 
Thus for such 70 we obtain the zero rate. • 
Now we can formulate the main result of the asymptotic behaviour of the error 
probabilities. 
T h e o r e m 4.9. For every 
70 e ( max ll(Q), min ll(Q)) 
\QtG(g) QGG(h) 7 
there exist 
Qaa°eG(g
a°), QteG(hb°), a ° > 0 > 6 ° , 
such that 
and for every |K i | - 1 Jn —* 7
0 it holds 
7°=iKQf)=ii(Qb:), 
i - i i^nO iT '^ . w — _ il>9(n°>°\ 
n—>oo 
Jim \Vn\-
1 logQ° ( O ( 7 v j ) = -J['
g(Qa ) < 0 
and 
lim iVnl-MogQ" (O(Tv„)
c) = -Jl'h(QÍ) < 0. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to prove the existence of Qag and Q
h
h with the above 
properties. Then the rest of the proof follows from Theorem 4.1. 
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For every / E C let us denote 
/ + ( / ) = max ll(Q), / " ( / ) = min l\(Q). 
Q€G(f) Q6G(/) 
Thus, we have to prove that the interval (I+(g), I~(h)) belongs to the definition 
range of both 
(Il>g)- and (/>„)-. 
Due to the monotonicity and continuity of the above functions, proved in Theo-
rem 3.3, and since 
ll(Qag)-ll(Ql) = H(Q°)-H(Ql), 
it is sufficient to prove 
lim \H(Qa.) - H(Qbh)] > 0 for fixed b 
a—>oo L y J 
and 
lim [H(Qa) - H(Qbh)] > 0 for fixed a. 
b—• — oo 
For a — 6 > 0 we observe 
0 < Ri(Q
aM) + Ri(Ql\Qa) _ H(Qa) _ H{Qi) + I(9-h)(dQ
a
g-dQi) 
a — b 9 a — 6 
where the latter term vanishes as either a —» oo and 6 —* —oo. 
Remark 4.10. From the above proof it is clear that the definition ranges of (I\ g)~~ 
and (Ii h)~ coincide for every g) h E C. This common range X depends only on the 
potentials / ° , fl. 
The validity of the above theorem can be extended to every 70 £ J , but at least 
one of the rates would be zero. 
Remark 4.11. By the famous Neyman-Pearson lemma it is well-known that the 
optimal tests are based on the likelihood ratios, i.e. in our case we should set f°=g 
and f1 = h. Then it can be proved that at least one of the rates is strictly better 
to compare with the general "unfitted" testing procedure stated at the beginning of 
this section (cf. e.g. [5]). 
5. APPLICATION TO PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
Suppose that g\,..., gx G C is a fixed collection of mutually non-equivalent poten-
tials, and denote 
T = Lin(gi,...,gK). 
Further let us consider some / G C. We shall interpret T as a parameter class and / 
as the "empirical" potential, based on some given data (we shall discuss the proper 
meaning later - cf. Remark 5.3). 
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Let us choose some P* G G(f)} and Q
9 G G(g) for every g G T. Then, for fixed 
a > 0, we may define the "estimate" g{ simply as the projection 
g{ e^gmmgerTZa(P
f\Q9) 
whenever it exists. 
Theorem 5.1. i) If a > 1 then the estimate g£ exists for every / G C 
If ||/n - f\\ —• 0 as n -* oo then 
l l ^ - ^ l l — ^ o . 
ii) The estimate #{ exists for every / G £ and P* G G( / ) . If | | /n - / | | —• 0 as 
n —• co then 
min I I ^ - ^ H — ^ O 
^ 6 M 1 
where 
MI = { a r g m i n ^ r R ^ P I l Q * ) ; EI e G(f)} . 
I f / e r then MI = {/}. 
iii) If a e (0,1) then the estimate g{ exists for every / from some open neighbor-
hood dT of T in C. If | | /n - f\\ — • 0 as n -* oo with / e dT then 
.l*J--ri.l.—»0. 
P r o o f , i) Let us fix some g° G T. Then 
^ a ( P / ^ ° ) < 2 | | / - ^ | | 
by Theorem 8.3 in [6]. 




6= min TZi(Pf\Qnh)e(0y2) 
herft\\h\\=i 
and Tf = L in ( / , # i , . . . ,##)• (We assume/, # i , . . . ,<7/v to be mutually non-equivalent 
since otherwise we would have directly f & g* for some #* G T, and consequently 
Thus, for every g e T satisfying \\f - g\\ > max ( l , MI__iJlj = ft w e have 
Ra(EI|C?S)>Ra(E/|Q30)) 
and the minimum is attained in the set 
{*€ r; | | * - / | | </.!}. 
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Thus the existence of the estimate is proved, and the consistency 
9fa
n — g{ 
follows by the uniform convergence 
\na(p'-\Q°) -na(pJ\Q°)\ < ^ - \\r - III-
ii) For a = 1 the existence follows from Corollary 3.5 in the same way as above. 
By Proposition 7.2 in [6] we can find a subsequence 
{/>»«>€ 0(Ao))}(„ 
where 
P » ( i ) _ p O a n d K1(P
nW\uT)^K1(P°\u
T) 
for some P° g G(f). 





with some cf > 0. 
Thus 
^ i ( P n « ) | Q ^ 0 ) < ^ i ( P 0 | g ^ ° ) + 6 i, 
where 
*,• = I jg°(dPn^-dP°) + |fti(Pn( iV)-Ri(/J<V) 
and, at the same time, for \\g — g°\\ > e it holds 
fti(En(i)|Qs) > Ri(E°|QJ°) + cr||«7 - <7°|| - 6j - 7j(g - A 
where y(g - g°) = \f(g - g°) (dPnO) - dP)\. 
Obviously, there exists je large enough to satisfy 
2<5j + 7;(flf - g°) < ce\\g - g°\\ for every j > j £ 1 
and, consequently, | | ^ n ( ; ) - ^ ° | | —• 0 as j -» oo. Since we can find such a subsequence 
{Pn^}jeN with g° G M ; in every subsequence of {Pfn}n£N, we conclude the 
claimed convergence. 
If / G r we have obviously / = a r g m i n ^ e r ^ i ( P
/ | Q ^ ) for every Pf G G(/) , and 
therefore Mf = {/}. 
iii) For a G (0,1) we cannot apply Proposition 3.4. 
Thus, let us fix some g° G T and denote 
6L= min Tla(Q
9°\Qs) 
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for some large L > 0. 
Let f eC satisfy | | / - g°\\ < e, where e < 6L ^ j
5 . Then 
^ a ( P / | Q ^ ° ) < 2 | | / - ^ | | < 2 . 
and 
\na(P'\Q°)-Ka(Q°°\Qn\ < Y^\\f-9°\\ < j - ^ . 
Therefore 
Ka{P'\Q') > Ka(Q'°\Q°) -^L>6L--^-> Ka(P'\Q>°) 
1 — a 1 — a 
i f | | l7-<7° | |>L. 
Thus the existence is proved and the consistency follows similarly as for a > l.D 
R e m a r k 5.2. It is obvious that whenever the estimate in the preceding theorem 
exists it can be also obtained by solving the system of equations 
[ gidQ9 = I gi&P't+V-*)* forf= l,...,/v 
for Q9 e G(g) and some paS+0>-*)9 e G(af + (1 - a)g). This equations can be 
formally used for the numerical solution with the aid of the "stochastic gradient 
method" (cf. [12] for details). 
R e m a r k 5.3. The empirical potential / could be hardly obtained by any non-
parametric estimate. Thus we shall calculate it as a parametric estimate. We can 
realize that for a = 1 the above defined estimate depends on the data only through 
the "empirical integrals" 
' 9 i d P f Һ 
which can be substituted with the empirical mean 
n^s-=T^T,9ioet 
! • • 1^1 Í Єv„ 
where Vn C Z
d is an observation region. Then the potential / can be obtained again 
with the stochastic gradient method (see [12]). 
Let us emphasize that the empirical potential can be in such a way estimated 
from a much large space r ° D T . Thus the estimate will be usually performed in 
two steps. First, we find / G T 0 as the a = 1 estimate with the aid of the empirical 
means, and the final estimate is given as g{ E T with arbitrary a > 0. 
(Received March 13, 1998.) 
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